China is ready to deepen closer strategic trust and expand energetic cooperation with Pacific island countries for an even brighter future for their relations, Chinese president Xi Jinping said Monday before a meeting with leaders of the countries.

In a speech during the meeting, Xi hailed the ties with the Pacific island countries as having remained strong as ever and expressed hope of stronger connections.

Xi said the development of the China-Pacific island countries’ relations should face up to the future and seek progress, noting the China-Pacific island countries’ relations and cooperation have made important development.

He said China and the countries have undertaken important development.

The relationship between China and the Pacific island countries is now stronger than ever and the countries have worked together to face up to the future and seek progress.

The China-Pacific islands are facing each climate change, the trade war, and the United States’ blockade, but China will work with the Pacific island countries to stay on the right path, he said.

On the afternoon of Nov 18, Xi Jinping, general secretary of the Communist Party of China and Chinese president, held a meeting with the leaders of the countries.

Guangdong province, as the key player at the fair, reported it attracted 67 participants, up by 34 from the previous fair.
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Xi said that poverty alleviation is a shared responsibility of the world, and China is committed to helping the Pacific island countries make progress.

Xi also said China will continue cooperating with the Pacific island countries in areas such as poverty alleviation, climate change, and disaster relief.
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